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Why it matters
Every closed deal starts with solid prospect research. By
conducting that research on LinkedIn, sales pros can dig up
lots of valuable information that helps prioritize outreach and
sparks conversations. The key is knowing which insights to
zero in on, where to find them, and how to use them to your
advantage. To uncover relevant insights, you need to discover
what matters most to your prospects — and that means
understanding their needs and aspirations in the context of
their business and role.
Modern selling practices that incorporate LinkedIn can
provide you with this all-important entry point — and up your
efficiency in the process. Plus, completing your research
ahead of time not only helps you filter and qualify leads, it
greatly enriches your initial interactions. By developing an
effective and consistent research routine, you can collect all
the information you need in a matter of minutes.
Uncover and activate relevant sales insights by following
these five steps based on modern selling best practices.

STEP 1

Analyze their
LinkedIn profile

well as attributes that demonstrate success and the capability to drive organizational change.
This ensures you’re engaging with the people that can move the sale forward.
2. Are they publishing or sharing content?
View decision makers by company of interest to determine which ones are most active on

The profiles of LinkedIn members can reveal quite a bit if you

LinkedIn. Look for updates, content, and discussions that reveal what is keeping these decision

know how to read between the lines. Here are six questions to

makers up at night. For example, perhaps one posts a presentation from a recent conference

think about when identifying potential customers through their

that outlines the company’s strategic plans for the coming year. Or maybe someone mentions

LinkedIn profiles.

frustration with a key business process that your solution can help address.

1. Are they leaders or individual contributors?

3. What are their interests outside the office?

Look for keywords that indicate leadership and decision-

Every sales rep knows that personal interests often pave the way for professional interactions.

making responsibility (e.g., “leader,” “driver,” “strategy”), as

With personalization in mind, look for details that can help establish a connection and facilitate
a conversation. This might come in the form of a shared alma mater, a mutual hobby, or other
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common passion that you can highlight in your initial outreach.



4. What are their career goals and what have they achieved?
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5. Which LinkedIn Groups do they belong to?
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weight prospects give to dialogues with other LinkedIn members. It also allows you to observe
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is a good indicator of decision-making authority and the ability to lead a team in a complex
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Surpassing career goals and having a clear trail of success are other qualities to look for. This

Scott Walker • 2nd
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about. Visit the LinkedIn profiles of target decision makers to see what groups they belong to,
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and narrow those down to ones that intersect with the value you offer.
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6. What do others say about them?

Linda Wilson • 3rd

A good set of recommendations on your prospects’ profiles indicates an ability to develop solid

Regional Director
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PRO TIP

Lori Holmes • 3rd

Director Data Science

I help our clients achieve a strategic focused approach in meeting their business goals. I'm responsible
for educating corporate customers on our SaaS based suite of products.
• Launched customer success program nationally in 2017
• Helped develop cadence between relationship manager, customer success representative, and clients

relationships and achieve difficult goals. It also provides insight into their level of influence. Great

Next
Media (3)
Use your ideal customer
profile as a guide whilePrevious
you review
prospects’
LinkedIn profiles for clues that they are promising buyers.

  
  

   





recommendations from leaders, peers, and direct reports are table stakes when looking for a
transformational champion.

If you know where to look and what to look for, you can pick up
plenty of clues about your prospects beyond LinkedIn. Better yet,
cross-reference these rich sources of information to develop a
well-rounded view of prospective customers. By identifying key
players and content being shared, you can pinpoint opportune
moments to engage the right people at the right time.

STEP 2

Comb their company
website and content

COMPANY WEBSITE
A target company’s website can be a treasure trove of important hints. The content you find
here is reflective of how an organization wishes to be perceived. Knowing this, you can suss
out topics for discussion. Prospects are bound to be impressed if you are citing their distinct
business objectives, or customizing your offer around their latest strategic initiative. Check out
the company directory or leadership page to get a sense of key roles.
COMPANY BLOG
Company blogs are also helpful. Scroll through the five most recent posts to get a read on
where the business is currently setting its gaze. Leaving a thoughtful comment or two is a way
to build subtle familiarity. The Career Page can also provide hints into priorities and initiatives by
shedding light on upcoming projects. Imagine connecting a key decision maker with a specific
blog post in which that person outlines an important issue and then seeing that this same
person is hiring to support a top initiative.
Once you have this information in hand, use LinkedIn to further research the priorities of the
account you are targeting. See what the organization is posting on its LinkedIn Company

PRO TIP
Uncovering these types of insights gives you
a much better chance of reaching out with
relevance and beating the competition.

Page — announcements, promotional material, quarterly reports — so you can uncover an
opportunity to provide value.

STEP 3

Work your network for
a warm introduction

LINKEDIN PROFILE
Check out your prospect’s LinkedIn profile to identify 2nd- and 3rd-degree connections that can
potentially introduce you.
LINKEDIN COMPANY PAGE

When you’re ready to reach out, a warm introduction can go a

Go to your prospect’s LinkedIn Company Page to see a list of company employees. Look for

long way. Take advantage of the effort you’ve put into building

people with decision-maker titles, then map out a web of mutual connections between yourself

a strong network on LinkedIn. You might already be connected

and the decision maker.

with someone who worked with the prospect you’re targeting.
Here are a few ways you can figure this out:

TEAMLINK IN SALES NAVIGATOR
If you use Sales Navigator, take advantage of the TeamLink feature to see if your prospect is
connected to anyone at your company who can make an introduction.
INTERNAL CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
Search your internal CRM system for records of past contact.
Once you know who you need to reach, it’s about using the relationships and data at your
disposal to initiate and strengthen the connection.

How You’re Connected + TeamLinkTM
You

TeamLink

Sarah Tran 2nd
Account Admin at EZPay
Ask Sarah about Noah

• Both at Arizona State
University

Noah 3rd
Send InMail

PRO TIP
Expand your network by connecting to
employees at your company. This will open up
more opportunities for 2nd- and 3rd-degree
connections to your prospects.

STEP 4

Watch for opportunities
to build relationships

Engagement with shared content
Any engagement with content you have shared is worth examining for potential leads. This
goes for posts on the LinkedIn Publishing Platform, links to offsite content, and other updates
and activity on LinkedIn. When people like, share, or comment on things you have posted,
review their profiles to see if they match your target prospect.

All versions of LinkedIn membership allow sellers to monitor the
latest news and happenings in their professional network, in

Contact mentioned in news

real time. When a prospect changes jobs, gets featured in the

Everyone loves attention. When your contact appears in an article, share that article, comment

news, or shares a thought-provoking article on their profile, you

on it, or reach out privately. People appearing in news online expect outreach from others who

have an opportunity to get involved and deepen the relationship

noticed, so don’t worry about coming off as overbearing. Just be authentic and don’t use the

with congratulations or value-adding commentary. The more

opportunity as a thinly veiled sales pitch.

frequently you listen in, the more actively you can maintain
valuable relationships.

Depending on the context of the news appearance, you might be able to uncover angles worth
exploring once you are interacting with this prospect. At the very least, it’s a good idea to

Use this list to keep tabs on potential leads and their relevant

maintain relations with socially active, highly visible professionals.

connections who might otherwise slip through the cracks:
Contact reveals a job change
Responding to group threads and conversations

This is one of the best opportunities to engage an existing connection. When someone in your

If you’re a member in LinkedIn Groups related to your profession

network takes a new job, check out their role and reach out. Sometimes people will be hired

and your company’s industry, you will regularly see relevant

with the goal of making swift, radical changes. In other cases, they may need time to develop a

conversations. Monitor these discussions and watch for members

blueprint for innovation. Either way, you shouldn’t sleep on this sales trigger — throw your hat

seeking solutions that you might be able to offer.

into the ring at the earliest opportunity.
You can also set Google Alerts for relevant topics, and use LinkedIn Connections in the News
to see mentions of your prospects in the news.

PRO TIP
If you’re using Sales Navigator,
you can employ a feature called
Saved Leads to filter events
based on specific individuals or
organizations you add to a list
for enhanced targeting.

STEP 5

Integrate LinkedIn
with other tools

Sync with mobile
Discovery features on our Sales Navigator iOS app and Android app mobile apps make it even
easier for you to find new accounts and leads, wherever you are. You will see up to ten new
lead and account recommendations each day based on your preferences.

Great sales professionals rely on many tools to get their job

Sync with Dynamics 365 for Sales

done. To unlock massive potential, we highly encourage you

Deep integration between Sales Navigator and Dynamics 365 for Sales means you get relevant

to integrate LinkedIn with the other tools you already use.

Sales Navigator insights across the Dynamics user interface. You’ll see automatic matches
between people and companies in the Dynamics 365 for Sales and LinkedIn identities. Plus,

Sync with CRM

people and companies associated with open opportunities are automatically saved to Sales

Sales Navigator integrates with CRM systems so you can

Navigator, and your notes, InMails, messages and calls from Sales Navigator are written back

more easily discover relevant insights from the accounts and

to Dynamics 365 for Sales. You can even send LinkedIn messages and InMails directly from

leads you’re actively working. With this integration, you can

Dynamics 365 for Sales without having to open a separate Sales Navigator tab.

be sure that only the most relevant accounts are imported
from your CRM system, and that CRM leads and accounts are
automatically imported into your Sales Navigator experience.
The sync also ensures your Sales Navigator’s activity is
automatically logged to CRM in a single click.
Sync with Gmail and Microsoft Outlook
You can see Sales Navigator activity within you inbox as you
are communicating with your contacts. Right from your inbox,
you can access all LinkedIn public profile details and public
social contact information, and easily save a contact as a lead
in Sales Navigator.

PRO TIP
If you use Sales Navigator, take advantage
of The Sales Navigator Application Platform
(SNAP) to tap into LinkedIn insights
throughout the sales process.
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Breaking it down
Let’s see how much you can learn and how you can take advantage of these
insights by applying the best practices we’ve covered.

See more
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What do we know about Veronica based on her LinkedIn profile and what
you’ve discovered beyond LinkedIn?
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From Veronica’s profile language, we quickly realize that her core values
include growth and collaboration: her summary focuses on how her
experience benefits her customers and her team members. Her roles to date
— sales leadership and business development — seem to confirm this.
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Director Data Science

I help our clients achieve a strategic focused approach in meeting their business goals. I'm responsible
for educating corporate customers on our SaaS based suite of products.
• Launched customer success program nationally in 2017
• Helped develop cadence between relationship manager, customer success representative, and clients

Media (3)

Previous

Veronica’s work history, mentioned in her profile summary, suggests that
she thrives when leading change within larger organizations, particularly in
the enterprise technology sector. On a personal note, Veronica’s background
image suggest she’s a fan of Australia.

Next

Visiting the website for Veronica’s company, we see that the CEO has recently
  
  

   





unveiled strategic plans for the year. A glance at the Career Page reveals a
connection between a major initiative and Veronica’s group.

Business Development

Mintome
Sep 2014 – Jan 2016 • 
See description

As it happens, while checking Sales Navigator this morning, you notice
Veronica was mentioned in a news story about the future of collaboration.
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228 members

Hallie Keller
Quantitative Business Expert
29,938 followers

NASA

Space and Technology

This gives you the perfect reason to reach out. Perhaps you include a link
to an interesting article about collaboration in software companies, or open
your message by mentioning a recent hiking trip on the outskirts of Sydney.
Whatever your approach, you’re armed with all the insights you need to
engage Veronica with relevance.

About us
LinkedIn Sales Navigator makes it simple
to establish and grow relationships with
prospects and customers by helping you tap
into the power of LinkedIn, the world’s largest
professional network of 500+ million members.
Designed for sales professionals, LinkedIn Sales
Navigator combines LinkedIn’s network data,
relevant news sources, and your accounts,
leads, and preferences to produce customized
recommendations and insights.
With LinkedIn Sales Navigator, you can focus on
the right people and companies, stay up-to-date
on what’s happening with your accounts, and
build trust with your prospects and customers.
Looking to get LinkedIn Sales Navigator for your
team? Request a free demo.

